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SEPS RAILWAY PROJECT 

In order to update and add to the information published in the  
'Railway Perfins Catalogue 1976' Mr E W Francome is going through the  
various companies  again on an alphabetic basis a few at a time.  
Work sheets covering four of the companies are included in  this mailing. 

Special Notes  :- 

(i) 

All available evidence to date relating to this  
die confirms that use by the Barry Railway Co.  is  
erroneous and it is sensible therefore to disregard  
it for the time being.  
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(ii)    Those members who possess a copy of the Railway Catalogue need  
only provide Information additional to that recorded for the range of  
companies thus far included.  Information with regard to suspected new  
companies is welcome any time. 

(iii)  If worksheet space is Insufficient please continue on a separate  
sheet as is necessary.- 

*************** 
AN EARLY PERFIN - ?? 

Recently in an auction I acquired a bunch of early  
GB stampless 'covers' with FREE franks. They were 
for my collection of 'everything', but when looking 
at them carefully I was very surprised.  

One of them had what looked like a perfin. 

The 'cover' was actually a sheet, which had been  
folded, and the letter vas obviously enclosed inside, 
since there was no writing on the reverse of the 
sheet.  The sheet had been sealed with sealing wax, 
which had been placed inside the last fold and from 
the outside the sealing wax had been pressed by a 
device which created small diamond shaped holes in 
the paper in the shape of an oval. The free frank is a 
crown above double script to be able to identify the 
addressee. The address is something like Highsmith. 

Now, does this qualify as a perfin or not? Stretching things one can call the  
'cover' postal stationery. Anyway, whether a perfin or a perfin forerunner it  
is in my perfin collection and I think is a nice addition. 

Can anyone help me with the user? I would also like to hear of other similar  
items. 

 




